7

6

Action

!

bonus

king of the
seas

superior
leadership

6

!

bonus

superior
leadership

Play this card to steal a card
from your opponent and either
play the card immediately as
your own (if possible) or
discard it.

Play this card to specify the
Play this card to specify the
order in which you will take
order in which you will take
your impulses. You may also
your impulses. You may also
specify who goes first when both specify who goes first when both
players share an impulse. The
players share an impulse. The
play of this card supersedes its
play of this card supersedes its
play by your opponent.
play by your opponent.

CARD 01

CARD 02

5

Action

!

command
confusion

5

reaction

!

CARD 05

reaction

reaction

#

"

counter
attack!

CARD 07

4

reaction

reading the
entrails
play this card to force your
opponent to play with an open
hand.

4

reaction

reaction
attack

Discard this card to allow any Discard this card to allow any
of your ships to attack on a die
of your ships to attack on a die
roll less or equal to Quality
roll less or equal to Quality
when an enemy ship moves
when an enemy ship moves
adjacent or into its square. Use adjacent or into its square. Use
the enemy ship's vector modifier, the enemy ship's vector modifier,
if applicable. Mark your ship
if applicable. Mark your ship
with a red activation marker
with a red activation marker
when the attack is completed.
when the attack is completed.

CARD 06

Action

CARD 04

5

counter
attack!

play this card to select your
opponent’s next card. This card
must be used to activate a
formation.

4

CARD 03

5

Discard this card to allow any
of your inactive ships to attack
on a die roll less or equal to
Quality when an enemy ship
moves adjacent or into its
square. Use the enemy ship's
vector modifier, if applicable.
Mark your ship with a red
activation marker when the
attack is completed.
CARD 08

4

reaction

!

4

reaction

!

reaction
attack

reaction
attack

reaction
attack

reaction
attack

Discard this card to allow any
of your inactive ships to attack
on a die roll less or equal to
Quality when an enemy ship
moves adjacent or into its
square. Use the enemy ship's
vector modifier, if applicable.
Mark your ship with a red
activation marker when the
attack is completed.

Discard this card to allow any
of your inactive ships to attack
on a die roll less or equal to
Quality when an enemy ship
moves adjacent or into its
square. Use the enemy ship's
vector modifier, if applicable.
Mark your ship with a red
activation marker when the
attack is completed.

Discard this card to allow any
of your inactive ships to attack
on a die roll less or equal to
Quality when an enemy ship
moves adjacent or into its
square. Use the enemy ship's
vector modifier, if applicable.
Mark your ship with a red
activation marker when the
attack is completed.

Discard this card to allow any
of your inactive ships to attack
on a die roll less or equal to
Quality when an enemy ship
moves adjacent or into its
square. Use the enemy ship's
vector modifier, if applicable.
Mark your ship with a red
activation marker when the
attack is completed.

CARD 09

CARD 10

CARD 11

CARD 12

4

!

bonus

4

3

bonus

bonus

!

a strain on
the crew
Discard this card to apply a +2
modifier to the fatigue roll of
the active enemy formation.

gods of war

discard this card to Add the
result of an extra die roll to
any attack during the current
activation.

discard this card to Add the
result of an extra die roll to
any attack during the current
activation.

Discard this card to add an
additional four inactive ships
to the current activation. They
need not be part of the same
formation.

CARD 13

CARD 14

CARD 15

!

action

3

action

#

“row well
and live!”

“row well
and live!”

play this card to increase or
decrease the speed of a number
of ships up to the fleet’s quality
rating to or from full speed.

play this card to increase or
decrease the speed of a number
of ships up to the fleet’s quality
rating to or from full speed.

CARD 17

3

CARD 18

reaction

command
control

gods of war

3

3

3

CARD 16

action

"

3

action

off course!

pull for the
trierarch!

Play this card and roll a die
and halve the number (round
up). The result is the number of
enemy ships that may be rotated
up to two points to port or
starboard.

Play this card to reactivate
any formation marked with
yellow activation markers.
Mark the ships with red
markers when movement is
completed.

CARD 19

CARD 20

3

3

pull for the
trierarch!

reinforce
the boarders

reinforce
the boarders

Strong Arms
and Backs

Play this card to reactivate
any formation marked with
yellow activation markers.
Mark the ships with red
markers when movement is
completed.

Play this card and roll a die.
Restore the resulting number
on manpower hits throughout
your fleet, with no more than
two points per ship.

Play this card and roll a die.
Restore the resulting number
on manpower hits throughout
your fleet, with no more than
two points per ship.

Discard this card to apply a -2
modifier to the fatigue roll of
the currently activated
formation.

CARD 21

action

!

action

CARD 22

CARD 23

action

!

3

CARD 24

bonus

!

2

bonus

"

2

2

action

command
control

superior
planning

Discard this card to add an
additional three inactive ships
to the current activation. They
need not be part of the same
formation.

Play this card to enhance a
previously played hand-size
card by two cards. Place this
card face-up along side the
hand-size card.

CARD 25

!

battle

2

!

action

2

$

battle

“back oars to “back oars to
withdraw!”
withdraw!”

CARD 26

2

#

battle

The attacker may discard this
card to automatically avoid a
grapple result after a
successful ram attack. The
attacker withdraws into the
square occupied prior to
attacking, if possible.

The attacker may discard this
card to automatically avoid a
grapple result after a
successful ram attack. The
attacker withdraws into the
square occupied prior to
attacking, if possible.

CARD 27

CARD 28

2

!

action

2

action

flaming
missiles

keep her
afloat!

keep her
afloat!

ready for
action!

Discard this card after a
successful missile attack and
roll a die. If the roll is greater
than the target's quality,
reduce the target to damaged
status (or immobile status if
already damaged).

play this card and roll a die on
the table below. Restore the
resulting number of immobile
ships to damaged status. Mark
each with a red activation.

play this card and roll a die on
the table below. Restore the
resulting number of immobile
ships to damaged status. Mark
each with a red activation.

play this card and roll a die on
the table below. Restore the
resulting number of damaged
ships to cruise status. Mark
each with a red activation
marker.

CARD 29

CARD 30

2

0-4:
5-7:
8-9:

1
2
3

0-4:
5-7:
8-9:

1
2
3

CARD 31

0-3:2
4-6:3
7-8:4
9:5
CARD 32

2

2

ready for
action!

prepare for
boarding

rotted hemp

cut the lines

play this card and roll a die on
the table below. Restore the
resulting number of damaged
ships to cruise status. Mark
each with a red activation
marker.

discard this card to apply a +2
modifier to any ship attempting
to grapple during the current
activation.

discard this card to Apply a -2
modifier to any ship attempting
to grapple during the current
activation.

play this card and roll a die
against the table below.
Automatically disengage the
resulting number of grappled
ships.

action

!

bonus

reaction

2

0-4:
5-7:
8-9:

0-3:2
4-6:3
7-8:4
9:5
CARD 33

CARD 34

CARD 35

CARD 36

#

action

1
2
3

2

!

action

cut the lines
play this card and roll a die
against the table below.
Automatically disengage the
resulting number of grappled
ships.
0-4:
5-7:
8-9:

2

action

1

bonus

battle

!

1

bonus

hacking and
slashing

command
control

play this card and roll a die on
the table below. draw an
additional number of action
cards per the result:

discard this card to apply a +2
modifier when resolving a
melee attack.

Discard this card to add an
additional two inactive ships to
the current activation. They
need not be part of the same
formation.

0-3: 0
4-6: 1
7-8: 2
9: 3

CARD 38

!

2

the fates can
be fickle

1
2
3

CARD 37

$

1

bonus

CARD 39

!

1

bonus

CARD 40

!

1

bonus

favorable
tides

ramming
speed!

shear their
oars!

darken
the sky!

Discard this card to add the
result of a halved die roll
(rounding up) in movement
points to any ship during the
current activation. Roll for
each ship individually..

Discard this card to add an
additional summed die roll to
any ram attack during the
current activation prior to
any dice being rolled.

Discard this card to add an
additional summed die roll to
any rake attack during the
current activation Prior to
any dice being rolled.

Discard this card to add an
additional summed die roll to
any missile attack during the
current activation prior to
any dice being rolled.

CARD 41

1

battle

CARD 42

#

anastrophe:
The Scorpion!
Discard this card to
immediately ram after a
successful rake attack. Use a +3
vector modifier.

CARD 45

CARD 43

CARD 44

1

1

shields up,
heads down!

shields up,
heads down!

pull for
your lives!

Discard this card to add a +2
modifier to any Missile Attack
defense roll, after the
attacker has committed battle
cards, but before the dice are
rolled.

Discard this card to add a +2
modifier to any Missile Attack
defense roll, after the
attacker has committed battle
cards, but before the dice are
rolled.

Discard this card to
automatically avoid a Ram
attempt after the attacker has
committed battle cards, but
before the dice are rolled.

battle

CARD 46

battle

CARD 47

!

1

battle

CARD 48

!

1

battle

"

1

1

battle

battle

!

1

battle

pull for
your lives!

withdraw
oars!

withdraw
oars!

shattered
hull!

Discard this card to
automatically avoid a Ram
attempt after the attacker has
committed battle cards, but
before the dice are rolled.

Discard this card to
automatically avoid a Rake
attempt after the attacker has
committed battle cards, but
before the dice are rolled.

Discard this card to
automatically avoid a Rake
attempt after the attacker has
committed battle cards, but
before the dice are rolled.

Discard this card after a failed
ram attack against one of
your ships. If your modified
roll was at least twice the
attacker's, replace his ship with
its immobile counter in the
square through which it
attacked. If doing so violates
stacking rules, replace the ship
with an awash marker (it has
been sunk).

CARD 49

CARD 50

CARD 51

CARD 52

1

battle

!

1

battle

CARD 53

1

action

tower
damage

work the
rigging

Play on a tower-armed ship
that has just been rammed
successfully. That ship
automatically loses its tower
benefit.

Play this card to raise or
lower full sail on a number of
ships up to twice the fleet’s
quality. ships do not have to do
the same activity (some may
raise while others lower).

anastrophe!
Discard this card to
immediately ram after a
successful rake attack. Use a +3
vector modifier.

#

CARD 54

CARD 55

